Natural Fiber Insulated Shippers deliver a sustainable and recyclable temperature-sensitive product packaging solution. The biodegradable insulation layer is manufactured primarily from post-industrial, pre-consumer cotton and other natural fibers.

**SUSTAINABLE & ECO-FRIENDLY PACKAGING**

**1” & 1.5”**

Multiple sizes available

Reflective Packaging is a low-cost alternative designed for products able to tolerate broader temperature ranges. We stock several sizes of flat pouches as well as square bottom box liners. These liners can also come along with matching outer corrugated cartons. Custom sizes are available. For packaging small quantities or using many sizes, consider roll stock for wrapping your temperature-sensitive products.

**VARIOUS SIZES AVAILABLE**

Foam Insulated Shippers have been the traditional packaging solution for temperature-sensitive product shipments for many years. We keep an inventory of both molded foam and wire-cut foam shippers. These stock shippers are available as foam only or pre-assembled, ready-to-pack, in outer corrugated shipping containers.

**3/4 - 2 1/2” THICK**

20+ SIZES AVAILABLE

Whether industry-standard packs used by many shippers or moisture-resistant packs for applications where condensation is a concern, our refrigerants reliably enhance the performance of our temperature-sensitive product packaging. We also stock Brick Ice for applications where consistent packs size is necessary to the packaging model.

**6oz - 48oz**

**YOUR COMPLETE E-COMMERCE SHIPPING PROVIDER**

**ST. LOUIS AREA**
BRAD DUNN 314-221-2861

**KANSAS CITY & JOPLIN AREA**
DAVID HANCHETTE 816-423-1702
JUSTIN GREINER 816-289-1299